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Project Review Flow Chart

FIGURE A-8-1
AUBURN BOULEVARD COMMERCIAL
ZONING DISTRICT
PROJECT REVIEW FLOW CHART
INSIDE/OUTSIDE
Is the project located within the boundaries
of either the Gateway Commercial Center (GCC)
or the Rusch Park Village Center (RPVC)?
INSIDE
INSIDE

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Comply fully with GCC or RPVC
concepts and standards.

OUTSIDE

REMODEL
Is the remodel major or minor?

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Answer the following questions.

REMODEL
Is the remodel major or minor?
MAJOR REMODEL

City must find either 1) approval
would not compromise GCC or RPVC concepts
or 2) approval would compromise GCC OR RPVC concepts.
FINDING #1
Comply with appropriate
City standards.

FINDING #2
Revise project to comply
fully with GCC or RPVC concepts
and standards or deny application.

MAJOR REMODEL
Answer the following questions.

MINOR REMODEL
Comply with appropriate City standards

1
Does the project propose to
change the existing use?

5
Is the existing parking located in
front or in back of the existing building?
Front _____
Back _____

2
If different use, does the new
use have greater, lesser, or same
parking demand?
Greater _____
Lesser _____
Same _____

6
Where are buildings and parking
located on adjacent and nearby
parcels?

3
Is new construction or
remodel currently being
proposed on adjacent parcels?

7
How many driveways serve
the parcel?
One _____
Two _____
Three _____

4
Is the existing building located
at the back, front or middle of
the parcel?
Back _____
Front _____
Middle _____

8
Are there opportunities to
consolidate driveways, develop
cross propety access, or share
parking across property lines?

NEW CONSTRUCTION/MAJOR REMODEL
Comply with standards and guidelines of Sections
3 and 4 (default) unless surrounding conditions
argue for different standards (e.g., setbacks). Use standards
that promote consistency and compatibility with surrounding
conditions but otherwise comply with Auburn Boulevard standards
and guidelines as much as possible (e.g. minimize number of
driveways, maximize pedestrian accessibility).

MINOR REMODEL
Comply with appropriate
City standards

